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1. (a) Using information from the extract, identify two reasons why Panama had a higher Human Development Index (HDI) value than Peru in 2013. [2]
   - higher GDP per head/average income (1)
   - higher life expectancy (1)

(b) (i) Using information in Fig. 1, describe what happened to the price level in Panama between 2008 and 2009. [2]
   The price level rose (1) at a lower rate in 2009/at a higher rate in 2008 (1).

(ii) Using information in Fig. 1, explain in which year the price level was highest in Panama. [2]
   2013 (1) as price level rose every year/there was inflation throughout the period (1)

(c) Using information from the extract and in Fig. 1, explain the likely effects of Peru and Panama having different average annual inflation rates between 2008 and 2013. [4]
   - the average inflation rate was higher in Panama (1) it was approximately 5% in Panama (1)
   - the implication is that Panama’s inflation rate is less stable than Peru's (1) an unstable inflation rate can make planning more difficult/may discourage investment and saving (1)
   - a higher inflation rate may make a country’s products less internationally competitive (1) worsening the trade position (1)
   - a higher inflation rate may discourage MNCs setting up in the country/discourage investment (1) reducing potential output/employment (1)
   - a higher inflation rate may result in greater costs to consumers (1) lower purchasing power (1)
   - a higher inflation rate may create costs for firms (1), e.g. administrative costs (1)
   - a higher inflation rate may disadvantage savers (1) but reward borrowers (1)
   - a higher inflation rate may increase unemployement (1) increasing costs of unemployment/result of lower demand for products (1)
   - a higher inflation rate may reduce unemployment (1) if it is the result of increased total demand (1)
   - a higher inflation rate may indicate a less successful monetary policy (1), e.g. not good use of interest rate/exchange rate/money supply changes (1)

Note: candidates may answer the question by explaining the benefits to Peru of having a lower inflation rate.

Note: 1 mark is reserved for recognising higher inflation in Panama/lower inflation rate in Peru.
(d) Discuss whether a fall in the unemployment rate will reduce poverty. [5]

Up to 3 marks for why it might:
- a lower unemployment rate may mean that more people are in work (1)
- more employment may mean higher incomes (1) more people earning may reduce relative poverty (1)
- more people will have access to basic necessities/enjoying more goods and services (1) being able to enjoy more products may increase living standards (1) access to more goods and services should reduce absolute poverty (1)
- more people will be able to afford education/health care (1) increasing their earning potential and the earning potential of their children (1)
- lower unemployment can increase tax revenue/reduce spending on welfare benefits (1) government may be able to spend more on, e.g. education and health care, which can reduce poverty (1)

Up to 3 marks for why it might not:
- a fall in unemployment may not increase the number of people employed (1) the rate may have fallen because some of those who were previously unemployed may have retired/emigrated/entered education (1)
- a reduction in unemployment may raise the wages of skilled workers more than unskilled workers (1) increasing relative poverty (1)
- the resulting higher demand may result in inflation (1) wages may rise by less than prices (1) leading to a fall in real incomes (1) which may increase poverty (1)
- other causes of poverty may increase (1), e.g. increase in sickness/increase in the number of dependants/reduction in skills (1)
- some people may earn very low wages (1) which may be less than they received in benefits (1)

(e) Analyse why countries specialise and trade. [5]

- specialising allows countries to concentrate on what they are best at (1) influenced by factor endowment (1)
- specialisation can reduce the (average) costs of production (1) raise productivity (1) efficiency (1) enabling lower prices to be charged (1)
- specialisation could increase export revenue/improve trade position (1)
- specialisation can increase output/income/GDP (1) 
- specialisation can increase the quality of output (1)
- higher output/income/GDP may raise living standards (1)
- increasing the size of the market (1) can lead to economies of scale (1)
- countries may import products from countries that can produce them more efficiently (1)
- countries may import products to gain a greater variety of goods and services (1)
- countries may import products they cannot produce themselves (1)

Note: reward reference to comparative advantage and/or absolute advantage (max 2 marks) but do not expect it.
(f) Using information from the extract, describe two functions of a central bank. [4]

One mark for each of two relevant identifications and one mark for each of two explanations:

- may set interest rates/operates monetary policy (1) to influence the level of demand in the economy/keep inflation rate within target (1)
- may influence the exchange rate (1) by buying and selling the currency/using reserves/changing the interest rate (1)
- regulates the banking system (1) it will try to ensure banks follow sound policies (1)

(g) Discuss whether the growth of a commercial bank will benefit its customers. [6]

Up to 4 marks for why it might:

- a larger commercial bank may be more financially sound (1) less likely to go out of business (1)
- a larger bank may have more funds available (1) this may enable customers to borrow more (1)
- a larger commercial bank may be able to take advantage of economies of scale (1) example (1) this will reduce costs of production (1) with lower costs, the bank may lower the interest it charges borrowers/reduce prices to customers (1) increase interest rate it pays savers (1)
- a larger bank may open more branches (1) have longer opening hours (1)
- a larger bank may be more able to invest in new technology (1), e.g. online banking (1)
- a larger commercial bank may offer a greater range of services (1) a better quality of services (1) take greater advantage of risk bearing economies of scale (1)

Up to 4 marks for why it might not:

- a larger commercial bank may have more market power/may have become a monopoly (1) it may have grown by eliminating competition (1) this may result in it charging higher interest to borrowers/increase price (1) lower interest rate it pays to savers (1) lower the quality of its services (1)
- a larger commercial bank may experience diseconomies of scale (1) example (1) this will raise costs of production (1) this may lead the bank to increase interest rate charged to borrowers/price (1) lower the interest rate it pays savers (1) reduce quality of services (1)
2  (a) Describe a possible opportunity cost of a student going to university.  [2]

   - opportunity cost is the (next) best alternative forgone (1)
   - getting a job/earning a living/lower output in the short run (1)

(b) Explain why university graduates usually earn more than people who have not gone to university.  [4]

   - graduates are more likely to be skilled (1) this makes them more productive (1)
   - graduates are likely to be more highly qualified (1)
   - graduates are likely to be in higher demand (1) demand for services more inelastic (1)
   - graduates are likely to be in shorter supply (1) supply more inelastic (1)
   - graduates may belong to stronger professional bodies/trade unions (1) which have greater bargaining power (1)

(c) Using a production possibility curve diagram, analyse what effect an increase in the number of graduates will have on an economy.  [6]

Up to 4 marks for the diagram:

   - axes correctly labelled (1)
   - original curve/downward sloping to the axes and touching the axes (1)
   - new curve present (1)
   - shift to the right indicated either by an arrow or labelling (1)

Up to 2 marks for the written analysis:

   - more graduates will increase the skills/productivity of workers (1)
   - with a higher quality of labour, a country will be capable of producing more/there will be economic growth (1)
(d) Discuss whether graduates should pay the full cost of their university education.  [8]

Up to 5 marks for why they should:
- graduates will learn new skills/gain qualifications (1) their employment opportunities are likely to increase (1) they are likely to earn a high wage (1) the private benefits of education are likely to be high (1)
- subsidising graduates involves an opportunity cost (1) requiring students to pay the full cost may enable more to be spent on, e.g. health care (1) government has limited finance (1)
- subsidising graduates may result in a budget deficit (1) or high taxes (1)
- charging the full cost may ensure prospective students consider the opportunity cost to themselves carefully (1)
- some graduates may come from relatively rich families (1) and so may not need to be helped (1)
- some graduates may emigrate (1) and so other countries may receive the benefit (1)

Up to 5 marks for why they should not:
- more educated labour force (1) leading to higher output (1) reduced unemployment (1) increased living standards (1) generating external benefits (1) increasing tax revenue in the long run (1)
- people from poor families may not be able to afford the cost (1) this could reduce the number of graduates (1) lowering potential output (1) increasing income inequality (1)
- there is an argument for the government paying part of the cost (1), e.g. based on the ability to pay (1)

3 (a) **What is meant by an industry being ‘capital-intensive’?**  [2]

An industry which has a high amount of capital/machinery compared with the amount of other factors, e.g. labour employed (2)
An industry which uses a large amount of capital/uses capital instead of labour (1)

(b) **Explain two reasons why the supply of a product may be price inelastic.**  [4]

- long production period (1) this will make it difficult to adjust supply quickly (1)
- inability to store the product (1) this means goods cannot be taken out of storage to meet higher demand (1)
- time period under consideration (1) supply is more inelastic in the short run (1)
- if there is a shortage of the raw material (1) it will be difficult to supply more in response to a rise in demand/price (1)
(c) Analyse what effect an increase in output will have on fixed, variable and average costs. [6]

- fixed costs will remain unchanged (1) these costs do not change with output (in the short run) (1) example of a fixed cost (1) costs which are still present when output is zero (1) up to 2 marks
- variable costs will rise (1) vary with output (1) example of a short run variable cost (1) all costs are variable in the long run (1) up to 2 marks
- effect on average cost is uncertain (1) average cost may fall if economies of scale are experienced (1) average cost may rise if diseconomies of scale are experienced (1) up to 2 marks

Note: maximum of 2 marks for each type of cost.

(d) Discuss whether a rise in the wages paid by an industry will encourage more people to work in that industry. [8]

Up to 5 marks for why more people may be encouraged:

- higher wages enable workers to enjoy more goods and services (1) increase living standards (1)
- higher wages enable people to borrow more (1) banks are more likely to lend to high earners (1)
- higher wages will enable workers to save more (1) increase ability to, e.g. finance children’s education/provide for retirement (1)
- higher wages may motivate some workers to work in the industry/wages are a key influence (1) increase workers’ self esteem (1)
- workers will be encouraged to switch from other industries (1) to undertake training to work in the industry (1) to gain the necessary qualifications to work in the industry (1)

Up to 5 marks for why people may not be encouraged:

- wages may still be below those in other industries (1)
- earnings may be higher in other industries (1) because of, e.g. higher bonuses or overtime payments (1)
- workers may not be aware of the wage rise (1)
- workers may lack the appropriate skills/qualifications (1)
- workers take into account other factors/non-pecuniary factors (1)
- may not work in that industry in that industry if, e.g. working hours are longer, holidays are shorter, worse working conditions, less chance of promotion, lower pensions, fewer fringe benefits, less job security, less job satisfaction, industry is based some distance away (maximum of 3 marks for reasons identified).

Output/total output (1) produced in a country (1)

(b) Explain two benefits of an increase in Gross Domestic Product. [4]

One mark each for each of two benefits:
- higher living standards
- higher employment
- more tax revenue
- less government spending on benefits
- more exports
- reduced poverty

One mark each for each explanation:
- higher living standards as people can consume more goods and services (1) reduces poverty (1)
- higher employment as more workers will be needed to produce the higher output (1)
- more tax revenue as higher incomes will generate more direct tax revenue (1) higher spending will generate more indirect tax (1) more tax revenue can increase government spending on, e.g. health care and education (1)
- less government spending on unemployment benefit would enable the government to spend more on other items (1)
- higher exports if demand is present in other countries (1)
- reduced poverty as incomes will rise (1)
(c) Using a demand and supply diagram, analyse the effect of an increase in the costs of producing copper on the market for copper. [6]

Up to 4 marks for the diagram:

- axes accurately labelled, e.g. price and quantity/P and Q (1)
- demand and supply curves labelled accurately (1)
- shift of supply curve to the left (1)
- original and new equilibrium points clearly indicated (1)

Up to 2 marks for written explanation:
- higher costs will cause a decrease in supply (1)
- price will be expected to rise and quantity (traded) fall (1)
(d) Discuss whether a rise in demand for copper would cause Chile to experience a current account surplus. [8]

Up to 5 marks for why it might:
- buyers may chose to buy copper from Chile (1) if Chilean copper is price competitive (1), e.g. due to low exchange rate (1) quality competitive (1) higher demand may increase exports (1) this may increase export revenue (1) higher export revenue may improve the trade in goods position (1) an improved trade position may turn a deficit into a surplus (1) or increase a surplus (1)

Up to 5 marks for why it might not:
- the demand for copper may be the result of a fall in the price of copper (1) more may be purchased but export revenue may fall (1)
- the demand for copper may rise but it may not be possible to supply more (1) as, e.g. mines may be working at full capacity/there may be a lack of skilled workers (1)
- other countries may have become more price (1) or quality competitive (1) so the rise in demand may affect other countries' current account positions (1)
- Chile may have a large current account deficit (1) so even with higher export revenue, a surplus may not be generated (1)
- a trade in goods surplus may be offset by an increasing deficit/lower surplus on another part of the current account (1), e.g. trade in services position may deteriorate (1) or by a rise in imports (1)
- higher demand for copper may increase demand for labour (1) this could push up wages (1) increasing costs (1) making Chilean copper less competitive in the longer run (1)
- higher demand for copper may push up the exchange rate (1) and so may, in the longer run, reduce a surplus (1)

5 (a) Define ‘unemployment’. [2]

People without jobs (1) who are willing/able to work/who are members of the labour force/economically active (1)

(b) Explain two causes of economic growth. [4]
- improvements in education or other supply-side policy (1) may raise the quality of resources/this will increase productive capacity (1)
- advances in technology (1) will increase total demand/productive capacity (1)
- net investment/MNCs entering the country (1) will increase total demand/productive capacity (1)
- increase in net exports (1) will increase total demand (1)
- a consumer boom (1) will increase total demand/which will encourage firms to produce more (1)
- expansionary fiscal or monetary policy (1) may increase total demand/which may make use of previously unused resources (1)
- increase in size of labour force/employment rate (1) will increase total demand/productive capacity (1)
- fall in unemployment (1) will increase total demand (1)
- discovery of minerals (1) more raw materials will enable firms to produce more (1)
(c) Analyse why a fall in the inflation rate may reduce a country’s unemployment rate. [6]

- a fall in the inflation rate may make the country’s products more internationally competitive (1)
- purchasing power will be higher than in the case of a higher inflation rate (1)
- demand for the country’s products may increase (1)
- to produce more, a higher number of workers will be employed (1)
- cyclical unemployment may fall (1)
- a lower inflation rate may reduce the growth in wage rates (1) this may encourage firms to take on more workers (1)
- a lower inflation rate may attract multinational companies to set up in the country (1) this may create new jobs (1)
- a lower inflation rate may enable a country to have a lower interest rate (1) this would reduce the cost of borrowing/may encourage investment/encourage more total demand (1)

(d) Discuss whether a decrease in government spending will reduce inflation. [8]

Up to 5 marks for why it might:
- lower government spending is contractionary fiscal policy (1) it will reduce demand for goods and services (aggregate demand) (1)
- lower demand may discourage firms from raising prices (1) reduce demand-pull inflation (1)
- lower government spending may increase unemployment (1) this could put downward pressure on wages (1) lower cost-push inflation (1)

Up to 5 marks for why it might not:
- lower government spending on education and health care (1) may reduce the quality of the labour force (1) this could lower productivity (1) raise wage costs (1) cause cost-push inflation (1)
- lower government spending on infrastructure (1) will increase firms’ transport costs (1) causing cost-push inflation (1)
- lower government spending may be offset by other causes of inflation (1), e.g. a lower exchange rate/consumer boom (1)
- reduction in government subsidies to firms (1) will raise costs of production (1) causing cost-push inflation (1)
- inflation may be caused by other factors (1) identification of another cause (1) policy measure to correct other cause (1) explanation of how policy measure would work (1)
6 (a) Define ‘death rate’.

The number of deaths per 1,000 of the country’s population per year (2)
The number of deaths per 1,000 of the country’s population (1)

(b) Explain two causes of a fall in a country’s death rate. [4]

- improvements in nutrition (1) will improve the health of the population (1)
- improvements in medical care (1) will enable people to live longer/due to, e.g. better hospitals (1)
- improvements in education (1) may result in more informed choices on, e.g. diet and exercise (1)
- improvements in housing (1) will reduce number of people suffering from a range of illnesses (1)
- improvements in working conditions (1) reduce accidents at work/improve health of workers (1)
- reduction in/end of military conflicts (1) reduce number of casualties (1)
- improvements in sanitation (1) reduce the risk of disease (1)
- improvements in water quality (1) reduce the risk of disease (1)
- people following a healthier lifestyle (1), e.g. giving up smoking (1)
- increase in income (1) people may be able to afford a healthier lifestyle/better living standard (1)

(c) Analyse why people may migrate to a country with a high unemployment rate. [6]

- the unemployment rate may still be below that in the countries they are migrating from (1)
- the unemployment rate may be falling whilst it may be rising in their own countries (1)
- there may still be job vacancies in areas that they have skills in (1)
- people may move to set up a firm (1) as wage cost may be lower (1)
- living conditions (1), e.g. health care/education may be better in the country (1)
- people may be escaping persecution/wars/famines or moving due to family ties (1)
- people may not be aware of the high unemployment rate (1)
- there may be fewer restrictions on migrating to the country than to other countries (1)
- unemployment benefits may be higher in the country (1)
- the people may be rich and not have to work (1) and may be attracted by lower prices in the country (1)
(d) Discuss whether the advantages of a market economy are greater than its disadvantages. [8]

Up to 5 marks for the advantages:
- consumer sovereignty (1) consumers determine the goods and services produced (1)
- may be more choice (1) people can decide who to work for (1) may be choice of suppliers (1)
- may be efficient (1) due to competition (1) drive down costs (1) lower prices (1) profit incentive (1) ability to earn high wages (1)

Up to 5 marks for the disadvantages:
- may be inequality of income (1) the rich can increase their earning potential through saving/receiving a better education (1) some vulnerable groups, e.g. the sick may find it difficult to earn an income (1)
- private sector monopolies may develop (1) these may charge high prices (1) reduce quality (1) restrict choice (1)
- decisions will be based on private costs and benefits (1) existence of external costs and benefits (1) can cause inefficient choices (1)
- certain beneficial products (merit goods) (1) may be under-consumed and so under-produced (1)
- certain harmful products (demerit goods) (1) may be over-consumed (1) and so over-produced (1)
- some products (public goods) (1) may not be produced (1) difficult to stop non-buyers consuming the product (1)
- advertising can distort choice (1) producers can influence what consumers want to buy (1)
7 (a) Define ‘monetary policy’. [2]

Decisions on interest rates (1) the money supply (1) the exchange rate (1)

(b) Explain two functions of money. [4]

- medium of exchange (1) money can be used to trade products/generally acceptable in buying and selling (1)
- store of value (1) money can be saved/used in the future (1)
- unit of account/measure of value (1) money can be used to compare the value of different products (1)
- standard for deferred payments (1) money can allow people to borrow and lend (1)

(c) Analyse why engaging in division of labour may increase a firm’s costs of production. [6]

- division of labour involves workers specialising in particular tasks (1)
- workers may become bored (1) they may make mistakes (1) products may have to be rejected (1) productivity may fall (1)
- there may be a high turnover of workers (1) this will increase the cost of hiring workers (1)
- workers may not be employed on tasks they are best at (1) this will mean productivity will be below potential (1)
- if key workers are sick or leave (1) it may be difficult to cover for their absence (1) this can disrupt the production process (1)
- more specialised workers may demand higher wages (1) increasing labour costs (1)

(d) Discuss whether a reduction in a country’s trade protection will improve its economic performance. [8]

Up to 5 marks for why it might:
- may increase competition (1) this may put pressure on domestic firms to keep prices low (1) reduce inflation (1)
- price of imported raw materials may fall (1) this may lower costs of production (1) reduce cost-push inflation (1)
- finished imports may be cheaper (1) more imports can increase choice for consumers (1)
- other countries may reciprocate (1) lower trade protection measures (1) enable the country to export more (1) raise output (1) increase employment (1)

Up to 5 marks for why it might not:
- may drive infant industries out of business (1) reduce output and employment in the long run (1) may harm the current account position (1)
- may cause declining industries to go out of business more quickly (1) causing unemployment (1)
- may increase dumping (1) foreign firms may be selling below cost price (1) unfair competition that may drive domestic firms out of business (1)
- may lower government tax revenue (1) reduce expenditure on, e.g. health care, education (1)
- may become dependent on other countries (1) risk of a supply-side shock (1)